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Abstract.

In this paper， we propose an improved Future Cast System
(FCS) that enables anyone to be a movie star while retaining their indi
viduality in terms of how they look and how they sound. The proposed
system produces voices that are signific阻tly matched to their targets by
integrating the results of multiple methods: similar speaker selection and
voice morphing. After assigning on巴 CG character to the audience， the
system produces voices in synchronization with the CG character's move
ment. We constructed the speech synchronization system using a voice
actor database with 60 different kinds of voices. Our system achieved
higher voice similarity than conventional system; the preferenc巴 score of
our system was 56.5% over other conventional system
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Introd uction

Instant Casting movie System ( ICS) is a visual entertainment system that makes
it possible for anyone to appear in a movie国a CG character [1]. The CG charac
ter closely resembles the participant， and role-plays animatedly. In ICS， all prcト
cesses are performed automatically ( Figure 1): the scanning of the facial shape
and image， the reconstruction of the 3D face model， and the generation of on
screen appearance and movement. In terms of the voice， however， a voice actor's
voice is assigned to each character depending on the gender of the participant.
Our goal is to develop a voice assigning function for the ICS. The participant's
CG character should be assigned a voice that is matched and similar to the par
ticipant's own voice. Furthermore， the voice quality should be betttr matched
with the movie quality. Degradation of the voice quality has a significant effect
on the overall quality of ICS. To improve the process of assigning matched voices
to the CG characters， two types of voice generation approaches are proposed:
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(a) Scan thc facc of a participant

Fig.

1. Instant Casting movie System

similar speaker selection and voice morphing. In order to develop a prototype
system and to evaluate voice similarity， a voice actor database ( DB ) is designed
with 60 difIerent kinds of voices目
The similar speaker selection process selects from the voice actor DB an actor
with a similar voice to that of the participant and assigns the selected voice to the
character. In this approach， the voice quality does not undergo any degradation.
However， the possibilities with regard to the extent of voice similarity that can
be achieved are limited to the size of the voice actor DB. In speaker recognition，
which deals with elements of similarity in speech data， the similarity between
speakers is calculated based on the Gaussian Mixture Model ( GMM) [2]. The aim
of speaker recognition is to perceive oneself， and not to search for a speaker who
is perceptually similar to a target. Basically， we focus on perceptual similarity
rather than the similarity of speaker models. As for the relationship between
perceptual similarity and acoustic similarity， Amino proved that the existence
of a strong correlation between perceptual s討imi江la紅an均and cepst仕ra叫1 distance [3]
Further， Nagashima found evidence of a strong correlation between perceptual
similarity and spectrum distance， at 2 10 kHz， using speech data in which
utterance speed and intonation were controlled by speakers [4]. We use spoken
sentences to estimate perceptual similarity because the personality of a speaker
is evinced not only in the voice quality but also in the utterance speed and
prosodic intonation. Therefore， we need to consider multiple acoustic features for
various voice characteristics. The key technology of our method is to combine the
multiple acoustic features that are used to calculate perceptual similarity with
our implementation system so as to realize within the ICS， a closely matched
voice for the participant's character.

-

The Voice morphing approach is based on blending a few voices to generate a
similar voice to that of the participant. Our approach is based on STRAIGHT [5]
voice morphi時， which is an extra high quality voice morphi昭technique [6]. The
key technology in our approach enables the automatic estimation of the optimal
blending weights required to generate a voice similar to that of the participant.
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2

Constructing Voice Actor DB

Since the nature and depth of the DB， in relation to our proposed method，
affects the quality of our work， careful construction of七he DB is imperative. In
general， it is diffi.cult for beginners to read scripts to go along with the movement
of a character in a movie. Thereforeうthe DB is recorded by professional voice
actors. The recorded content is speech data taken from the scripts of“Grand
Odyssey" that was exhibited at the 2005 World Exposition in Aichi， Japan. We
have recorded 60 differen七kinds of voices for our proposed system. T
( otal: 5，340
sentences)
2.1

Statistics of DB

We investigated the subjective age and gender of each voice actor in the DB.
We have experimented with 60 kinds of speech data gleaned from various voice
actors. The specific Japanese sentence used in our experiment is“amembo akaina
aiueo." The number of subjects is 20.
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Fig.2. Statistics of Voice Actor DB (Average and Standard Deviation of Subjective
Age， and Subjective Gender)

Figure 2 shows the results of the subjective age and gender for each voice. The
y-axis indicates the average subjective age. The error bars denote the standard
deviations of the subjective ages. The two colors indicate the subjective genders
which are decided by majorities among the voted results. This histogram shows
that our voice actor DB covers a wide range of participants， in terms of their
age. In addition， our DB gets a balanced male-female ratio.
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2.2

Ideal DB Size for Selecting Similar Speaker

We investigated the ideal DB size for the voice assignment system. We have
experimented speech data uttered by 28 voice actors. The Japanese sentence
“amembo akaina aiueo" is used. The number of subjects is 20. At first， we
present to the subjects pairs of speech data which are uttered by two speakers
(regarded as Speaker A and Speaker B). Then we ask the subject " If we change
Speaker A to Speaker B， how much of a mismatch do you feel?" The subjects
were instructed to answer by checki時 a score in the range 0 - 100. (0: the
subject perceives a mismatch very stronglYi 70: the mismatch is permissiblei
100: The subject doesn't feel a mismatch at all. ) The pairs of speech data for
evaluation are considered counterbalanced. Furthermore， we remove the pairs of
same speech because such pairs will obviously be scored as 100 by the subjects.
We consider the average of the scores given by the 20 subjects as for each pair
of speech data， and assess the necessary DB size using these scores.
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3. ldeal DB size for ICS

We divided the 28 voice actors into two groups: one， with a single speaker
for input， and the other， with 27 speakers for the DB， based on the principle
of leave-one-out cross validation. Then we narrowed the 27 speakers in the DB
down to N speakers at random， and selected the speaker most matched to the
input speaker from the DB of N speakers. We regarded the average scores given
by the subjects on the 28 kinds of input speakers as the prospective scores when
we conducted similar speaker selection from the DB with N times size against
to the number of input speakers. Figure 3 shows th巴 results of the DB size N
1 - 27 and its line of tangency. The gradient of this line of tangency is calculated
with N 20. From this linearly approximated result， the acceptance rate of a
selected voice becomes 70 when the N is 30 - 40. We have experimented using
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speech data uttered by youthful speakers. If we categorize the speakers into 3
stages such as children， youth and elderly according to their age， we need a DB
with 90 - 120 time size for the number of input speakers目Since th巴 number of
input speakers in ICS is 20， the DB for the voice assignment system needs 1，800
- 2，400 voice actors
3

3.1

Selecting Similar Speaker
Estimation method

We estimate the perceptual similar speakers to participants using a combina
tion of multiple acoustic features for greater accuracy. The perceptual similarity
estimate s is calculated using equation l.
)
噌E4
(

s

= - 2二 α山

In this equation， n is the number of acoustic features， Xi is the distance of the
ith acoustic features between the speech data， and αis the weighting coe伍cient
for each such distance between acoustic features.
We use 8 acoustic features related with the voice personality. These are the
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (Static: 12 + Dynamic: 13 25 dimension)
[2 ] ， the STRAIGHT Cepstrum of over 35 dimensions and that of 1 dimension
[7 ] ， the Spectrum of over 2.6 kHz， the STRAIGHT-Ap under 2 kHz [8J that is
a parameter of STRAIGHT [5] ， the fundamental frequency， the for口問lts (F 1 F4)， and the spectrum slope between 0 kHz - 3 kHz [9J. To extract these acoustic
features， we use a window length of 25 ms and the shift rate of lOms.
We calculate the distance between the acoustic features with Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW). DTW distance is commonly used in a wide range of pattern
recognition systems. It can estimate perceptual similarities accurately because
it represents the temporal structure of acoustic features.

=

3.2

Optimization of weighting coe田cients

To increase the correlation between the perceptual similarity represented by
the subjects and that estimated using our method， we optimize the weighting
coe伍cient α in equation l. To select a target speaker from a speaker DB， we
represent the perceptual similarities of the other speakers to the target by rank
ing the speakers in a permutation. The ranking is determined by quick sort
based on subjective judgment. A subject judges perceptual similarities consid
ering various speech features. Then the weighting coefficients α are optimized
using the steepest descent method to incre出e the Spearman's rank correlation
coefficient between the ranking of perceptual similarity and that of acoustic sim
ilarity. Acoustic similarity is calculated using the equation l. Spearman's rank
corr巴lation is shown in equation 2.
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In this equation，αis the ranking with respect to perceptual similarity aシ
cribed by the subject. ß is the acoustic similarity ranking derived by using our
method. N is the number of units of speech data. For this optimization， we used
speech data uttered by 36 speakers.

Two Speakers' Voice Morphing

The basic idea of voice morphing is to generate an intermediate voice from
two source voices by using an arbitrary blending ratio [ 10]. STRAIGHT-based
morphi時[6] handles the feature vectors of time-frequency representation de
rived by STRAIGHT [ 5]， STRAIGHT spectrogram， Aperiodicity Map and Fo・
Time-frequency transformation of each feature vector is represented as a simple
piecewise bilinear transformation with the same blending ratio.
4.2

Multiple Speakers' Voice Morphing

Takahashi et.al. extended a conventional STRAIGHT-based morphing system to
a multiple-speaker morphi時mechanism [ 11]. The procedure is almost same出
that of conventional STRAIGHT田based morphing; it involves 1 ) anchor points
characteristic corresponding points in the time-frequency domain-that are marト
ually assigned on each reference spectrogram; 2) time-frequency transfor江川lon，
which is derived from target and reference feature vectors based on the anchor
points; and 3) reference feature vectors， which are morphed to mapped target
feature vectors Xmrp based on equation 3 with a blending ratio vector r.
s

= Lï8X8

Xmrp

8=1

(3)

where ï8 is the blending ratio for speaker s， and X8 are the feature vectors for
speaker s.
4.3

Voice Morphing for Generating Specific Speakers

We propose a technique that can estimate a blending ratio vector to generate a
specific speaker's voice based on multiple speakers' morphing. In this paper， we
estimate a blending ratio vector that satisfies the following formula.
手=arg min Ily - xmrpl12
T

= arg mjn
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where νis the feature vector of target speaker， and手is the estimated blending
ratio vector. In this method， the blending ratio vector is minimized to yield the
following formula

E(r) = L

�二(抗(1) - Xi(])r)

(6)

2

where Yi(f) is the feature vector of a target speaker with a regularized time
domain， X i ( )
a凶ature vectors for referenc巴

] = [x?)(])イ)(])， ペS)(])]

speakers， and S is the number of reference speakers. f and t refer to time and仕e
quency domain elements respectively regularized by anchor points and a blending
ratio vector手T手
( ) is the reg山rized speech duration in the time domain as
shown below.
s

T(手)=乞九九

(7)

8=1

Since the STRAIGHT-based voice morphing process controls various features
by the same blending ratio vector in the time-仕equency domain， it is di伍cult to
solve an equation 6 analytically. Therefore we use an iterative approach to solve
for a blending ratio vector using the following formulae.

手π+1 =手n一αEn
(九)
En一/θ2i(九) γ 1δi
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i(手) is an approximation formula of equation 6 that assumes the blend
ing叫o九is constant支- lx i ，x J " " ， X f ( 九 ) I are回gularized feature
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In this paper， we adopt αas 1， the number of iterations as 20， and the number
of reference speakers as 8.
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5

Implementation of the Prototype System
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Overview of Prototype System

Figure 4 shows our prototype system for 1CS. Participants record their own
speech using recording PCs. Similar Speaker Selection Servers and Voice Morph
ing Servers calculate the results of scenario-based speeches that are intended to
be similar to the participants' voices. These scenaricトbased speeches are played
based on a Longitudinal Time Code (LTC ) that represents time synchror山a
tion with video images. The Display PC outputs video images and stereo audio，
which cons凶of the LTC and the recorded sound (a mixture of BGM and SE ).
The audio composite PC sends speech data to the mixer based on the LTC.
The mixture of speech data and sound is sent to the audio speakers. The image
composite PC also sends video data to the display based on the LTC. As for
the prototype system's movie content， we used “Grand Odyssey，" which was
exhibited at the 2005 World Exposition in Aichi， Japan.
Our system can be used easily and quickly by various participants-ranging
from children to the elderly-because it is based on participants having to record
one specific sentence only. We exhibited our system on March 20・22， 2009， at the
Miraikan Museum in Tokyo. The system w回tested with over 100 participants，
including children and elderly people】and w出found to work well.
6

Evaluation

1n this subjective evaluation， we ascertain speaker similarity in the result voices
obtained by two approaches: selecting similar speakers and voice morphing. At
first， we present three voices (target speaker's voice X， and the result voices
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obtained by the two approaches A and B) to the subjects. Then we ask the
subject “Which voice is similar to voice X?" The subjects answer saying either A
or B. The number of subjects is 40. The number of target speakers is 6. The pairs
of voices， A and B， entered for evaluation are considered counterbalanced. In this
evaluation， we prepare two groups: 1) read speech that includes 16 utterances
(SENT)， and 2) FCS sc巴nario speech with BGM and sound effects that includes
39 utterances (FCS). Both approach巴s use the same voice actor DB that is
described in section 2.
穂MORPH

SELECT

SENT

FCS

日%
Fig. 5.
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Subjective evaluation result of speaker similarity

Figure 5 shows preference scores and their confidence intervals in the com
parison between the two approaches. SELECT refers to voices that are a result of
selecting similar speakers， and MORPH implies voices that are a result of voice
morphing. Fig. 5 indicates that voice morphing is slightly better than similar
voice selection in this particular situation. Since the voice used in the conven
tional system [1] w回selected from 2 speakers based on gender inforrr国間1 (male
or female)， we are in a position to assert that the approach of selecting similar
speakers based on our voice actor DB works better than the conventional sys
tem [1]. In addition， combining the two approaches will provide the system with
an output that is more similar to the target participant's voice.
7

Conclusion

In this paper， we described a novel scenario with regard to a speech assignment
system for extending the casting functions of an instant casting movie system.
In this system， two types of scenaricトbased speech assignment technologies are
combined; similar speaker selection and voice morphing. We constructed a voice
actor DB that includes 60 kinds of voices， and implemented a prototyping system
Wlもh speech synchronization mechanism using the LTC. Our system worked well
for various participants. Speaker similarity was found to improve with the use
of our techniques， based on a conventional FCS.
One important course of future work is to develop an automatic speech qual
ity evaluation technique. The use of the voice morphing technique leads to a
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slight degeneration in the speech quality of output voices. At present， we check
the voice quality of outputs manually. This technology will reduce operational
costs of our system.
It is also important to establish an archetype for the designing strategy
for the construction of a voice actor DB. Syst巴m performance depends on the
quality of the voice actor DB. Constructing a voice actor DB is a time- and
money-consuming task. In voice morphing， assigning anchor points is also time
consuming. In order to improve the e伍ciency of these tasks， our system needs
to incorporate other features.
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